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Interactive document
Whenever you see this
symbol on an image, you can
open and edit the displayed
piece of furniture in our
online configurators.
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Welcome home

Our home, the office, the chambers, the agency, the
library - spaces that surround us. They are familiar to us
and they are connected to the people we share them
with and the many things we fill them with.
Not everything is always perfect, but everything is part of
it. A place that changes. We don't really need many
things, but we keep them because we associate them
with something. And some things we no longer notice
because they are so familiar to us.
System M integrates itself into these spaces, even if each
room is different. This is due to its functionality, its clear
forms and the idea behind it.
Systems offer the advantage that you can individually
put together combinations of elements that can be
changed and added to. In this way, you put together
exactly what you really need. And it always turns into
something of its own.
The many variants make it possible to always plan the
right configuration. And if necessary, we adapt System M,
for example with a special colour.
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System M Shelf

System M shelving is a modular system of vertical wall
profiles in various lengths that allow shelves, corpora,
panels and tables to be hung in any order.
The grid widths are 80 and 120 cm. Suspension is by
means of a shelf support that can be inserted into the
profile from the front and placed in a 4 cm grid. The grid
lies inside the profiles and is therefore almost invisible.
Numerous elements are available for suspension to
enable configuration according to individual
requirements and in different depths.
The interior of the corpora can be fitted with various
inserts for private use as well as for office use. All
accessories can also be easily added at a later date.
In addition to the possibility of mounting the vertical wall
profiles directly on the wall, the shelving can also be
mounted in front of the wall supported on the floor. In
this case, most of the loads are transferred to the floor.
Design: Thomas Merkel, 2011
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System components

Material:
Steel powder-coated RAL fine structure
Standard colours:
Traffic white RAL 9016
Traffic grey A RAL 7042
Traffic grey B RAL 7043
Traffic Black RAL 9017
Special colours according to RAL
Additional finish for corpora fronts:
Brushed oak, black lacquered
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Articles:
Vertical wall profile
C-profile for ground-based wall mounting
Panel and panel perforated
Hook, Console and Brochure box
Shelf
Shelf 0.5 file level
Ending and writing shelf
Sloping shelf 0.5 file level
Shelf for coat-hangers
Drawer shelf
Drawer shelf 0.5 file level
Corpus open 1 file
Corpus with hinged door 1 file level
Corpus with drawer 1 file level
Corpus with 2 drawers 0.5 file level
Table

length 44, 64, 84, 104, 124, 144, 164, 184, 204, 224 cm
length 204, 224 a. 244 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, height 8, 20 a. 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 16, 24 a. 32 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 24, 32 a. 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 24, 32 a. 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 32 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 32 a. 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 32 a. 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 80 cm, height 72 cm
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System M Shelf
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System M Shelf
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Project
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System M Sideboard wall-mounted

The System M Sideboard is a modular system of corpora
in different heights that can be hung next to each other
on horizontal wall profiles.
The System M Sideboard looks particularly elegant when
mounted on the wall. The supporting profiles become
almost invisible behind the hanging corpora, so that the
sideboard seems to float.
The grid widths are 80 and 120 cm. When wall-mounted,
the corpora in the heights 0.5 to 2 file levels can be
combined with each other as desired.
The units can be fitted out individually: open, with
hinged doors or drawers. The interior can be fitted with a
wide variety of inserts for private use as well as for office
use. All accessories can also be easily added at a later
date.
The wall-mounted sideboard can also be placed on the
floor with feet or castors if the furnishings change.
Design: Thomas Merkel, 2011
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System M Sideboard free-standing

The System M Sideboard is a modular system of corpora
in different heights that can be combined free-standing
next to each other.
The System M Sideboard has a more classic, freestanding look and is versatile. The sideboard can be
positioned freely in the room either on legs or, even more
flexibly, on castors.
Corpora in the heights 0.5 to 3 file levels can be placed
on feet or, up to a height of 1.5 file levels, on castors.
The grid widths are 80 and 120 cm. To compensate for
the use of drawers, securing brackets can be used to
secure them to the wall or weighting plates can be used
as counterweights. Rear panels are available for free
positioning in the room.
The units can be fitted out individually: open, with
hinged doors or drawers. The interior can be fitted with a
wide variety of inserts for private use as well as for office
use. All accessories can also be easily added at a later
date. The free-standing sideboard can be mounted on
the wall with a profile if the furnishings change.
Design: Thomas Merkel, 2011
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System components

Material:
Steel powder-coated RAL fine structure
Standard colours:
Traffic white RAL 9016
Traffic grey A RAL 7042
Traffic grey B RAL 7043
Traffic Black RAL 9017
Special colours according to RAL
Additional finish for corpora fronts:
Brushed oak, black lacquered
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Articles:
Horizontal wall profile for corpora
Drawer corpus 0.5 file level
Corpus open 1 file level
Corpus open 1.5 file levels
Corpus open 2 file levels
Corpus open 2.5 file levels
Corpus open 3 file levels
Hinged door 1 file level
Drawer 1 file level
Pair of drawers 0.5 file level
Drawer 1 file level
Drawer shelf for horizontal wall profile
Table for horizontal wall profile

length 80, 120, 160, 200 a. 240 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 20 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 59,5 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 79 cm
width 80 cm, depth 40 cm, height 98 cm
width 80 cm, depth 40 cm, height 118 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 40 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 20 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 40 cm, height 12 cm
width 80 a. 120 cm, depth 80 cm, height 72 cm
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Private
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System M Sideboard
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Project
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System M Accessories
Bookend

Rear wall cutout

Inner drawer

Insert for CDs

Insriction field

Safety bracket

Adjustable intermediate floor

Insert for DVDs

Attachment for shelf

Counterweight

Attachment for drawer

Insert for DIN A4

Lock

Back panel

Insert for hanging files

Insert with angled paper trays

The accessories for System M can be used for both
System M Shelf and System M Sideboard.
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System M Wallboard

The wall board is a single shelf for System M.
The shape is familiar, but the materiality is new: sheet
steel bent from one piece. Elegant shape, high
functionality, can be used both as a single piece and in
combination with the System M Sideboard.
Design: Thomas Merkel, 2013
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System M Wallboard
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Private
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System M Special-purpose solutions

Whether a special width is needed for a shelf in a niche or
a special colour for a sideboard, System M can be
adapted to special situations or wishes.
Even modifications to existing elements are possible with
System M on a project-by-project basis.
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System M Configurator

Plan your System M yourself online on our website.
Whether it's a bookcase for your home or a filing shelf or
sideboard for the office: System M is easy to plan and
calculate with the configurator. 4 standard colours or one
of the 39 possible additional colours can be selected and a
PDF shows the composition with dimensions, articles and
prices.
www.systemmoebel-plus.com/en/configurator
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Thomas Merkel

Thomas Merkel has been working with system furniture
for more than 25 years. The collection of S +
Systemmöbel currently consists of nine designs of
Thomas Merkel: in addition to shelves and corpora, also
tables and side tables are included.
„System M is based on experience with system furniture
and combines two classic themes of furniture history: the
shelf and the corpus furniture. In 1936, Charlotte Perriand
had shown a metal shelf consisting of vertical wall
profiles and shelves during the exhibition Living Room of
Today and added it with her own wooden cabinets. Open
shelves are an old theme which is constantly being
reinterpreted. With today‘s technical possibilities,
products can be produced differently. So the turnaround, the bending of sheet by 180°, is an element
which is used for System M. It creates stability and allows
narrow silhouettes which give a uniform language to the
different elements. With System M all open and closed
elements have been combined successfully.
I particularly appreciate the corpora because they form a
separate system consisting of the same components,
whether 1 or 3 file levels, whether open or closed, with a
door or with a drawer. And open corpora are just as calm
as outside. Nothing distracts the look unnecessarily.“
www.thomasmerkel.de/en
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Imprint

S+ Systemmöbel manufactures shelves, sideboards, tables and
side tables that are characterised by a reduced design language
and adaptability. They are well thought-out, unobtrusive and offer
suitable variants for every situation in which they are used.
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